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ABSTRACT
With technology growing at an alarming rate the need for precise measurement
equipment has also intensified. One such device is the SICK Laser Measurement System (LMS).
Based on a time-of-flight measurement principle, this sensor allows for centimeter resolution.
This thesis presents a basic understanding and characterization of the laser measurement system
necessary for successful implementation into an experimental environment. A personal computer
to LMS software interface is also presented. The SICK Company provides software for
acquisition which displays a scanned profile in real time, but it does not have the provision for
saving the acquired image and corresponding data, nor is it suited for on demand modifications
such as actively setting the operation mode of the LMS. Having software to handle the
communication between the LMS and PC that can be seamlessly integrated into an experimental
environment is essential. The laser scanner then becomes an onboard sensor with the capability
of sourcing real time data for use in pose estimation or an online control algorithm, among other
possibilities. To further expand the profitability of the range sensor in the incorporation of
experiments, a MATLAB GUI that is able to dynamically localize the LMS with respect to a
given coordinate system was created. Self localization of the laser scanner allows for more
complex experimental setups without the need of cumbersome and often inaccurate human based
measurements.
Thesis Supervisor: Ernesto Blanco
Title: Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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CHAPTER
INTRODUCTION
With technology growing at an alarming rate the need for precise measurement
equipment has also increased. One such tool is the SICK Laser Measurement System (LMS).
The LMS is based on a time-of-flight measurement principle. A single Laser pulse is sent out
and reflected by an object surface within the range of the sensor. The elapsed time between
emission and reception of the Laser pulse serves to calculate the distance between object and
LMS. Via a integrated rotating mirror the Laser pulses sweep a radial range in front of the LMS
unit. A 2- dimensional measurement field is therefore then defined.
The main software that is needed for operation is that for the acquisition of distance and
angle measurements. The Sick Company does provide software for acquisition which displays
the profile in real time, but it does not have the provision for saving the acquired image and is
not suited for on demand modifications such as actively setting the operation mode of the LMS.
Having software to handle the communication between the LMS and PC that can be seamlessly
integrated into an experimental environment is essential. The laser scanner then becomes an
onboard sensor with the capability of sourcing real time data for use in pose estimation or an
online control algorithm, among other possibilities.
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To further expand the profitability of the range sensor in the incorporation of
experiments, a MATLAB GUI that is able to dynamically localize the LMS with respect to a
given coordinate system was created. Self localization of the laser scanner allows for more
complex experimental setups without the need of cumbersome and often inaccurate human based
measurements.
The organization of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 contains a description of the SICK
Laser Scanner and its operating principles. Chapter 3 outlines the PC-LMS computer interface
and shows a result of the completed software. Chapter 4 describes a localization algorithm
developed in MATLAB to allow for easy coordinate axis manipulation in complex experimental
setups. Lastly, conclusions of the work are presented in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER
2
SICK LMS 291
2.1 Operating Principle
The Laser Measurement System (LMS) is based on a time-of-flight measurement
principle. A single Laser pulse is sent out and reflected by an object surface within the range of
the sensor. The elapsed time between emission and reception of the Laser pulse serves to
calculate the distance between object and LMS. Via a integrated rotating mirror the Laser pulses
sweep a radial range in front of the LMS unit. A 2- dimensional measurement field is therefore
then defined. [1]
Figure 2.1: SICK Laser Measurement Scanner [4]
The data measured by the Sick scanner corresponds to the surrounding contours scanned
by the device and are given out in binary format via the RS 232/RS 422 interface. [1] As the
individual values are given in sequence, corresponding angular positions can be allocated on the
basis of the position of the values in the data string. Fundamentally, the distance value per
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individual impulse is evaluated meaning that a distance value is provided every 0.25°, 0.5 ° and
1°, depending on the angular resolution of the scanner. The relation between the angular
resolution and maximum number of measured values is shown in Table 2.1 below:
Max. scanning angle 100°/180° 180° 100°/180° 100°/180 °
Max. no of measured values 401 721 361 181
Table 2.1: Relations between angular resolution and maximum number of range values [1]
2.2 Communication Interface between LMS and PC
When selecting the appropriate equipment for the data communication application, it is
important to examine both the application and the communication peripherals that must be
incorporated into the system. The distance needed between the communication peripherals and
the PC as well as the data transfer speed required for the application to function properly must be
considered. The LMS 291 scanner offers two serial communication interface possibilities, RS
232 and RS 422.
2.2.1 RS 232
RS 232 is a single-ended data transmission system, which means that it uses a single wire
for data transmission. Since useful communication is generally two way, a two-wire system is
employed, one to transmit and one to receive. Signals are processed by determining whether they
are positive or negative when compared with a ground. Because signals traveling this single wire
are vulnerable to degradation, RS 232 systems are recommended for communication over short
distances and at relatively slow data rates. [2]
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2.2.2 RS 422
The RS 422 protocol greatly expands the practical possibilities of the serial bus. It
provides a mechanism by which serial data can be transmitted over great distances and at very
high speeds. This is accomplished by splitting each signal across two separate wires in opposite
states, one inverted and one noninverted. The difference in voltage between the two lines is
compared by the receiver to determine the logical state of the signal. [2]
Table 2.2 explains the difference between RS 232 and RS 422 Serial communication interfaces.
Mode of Operation Single Ended Differential
Number of Drivers 1 1
Max Cable Length 50ft 4000ft
Max Data Rate 20kb/s 10Mb/s
Max Driver Output Voltage +/- 25V +/-6V
Driver Load Impedance (Ohms) 3k - 7k 100
Table 2.2: Differences between RS232 and RS 422 [2].
After taking into consideration the available interfaces on the LMS and the advantages the RS
422 offers, especially in offering a very fast baud rate (limited in this rate to 500K baud), a RS
422 serial interface between the LMS and PC was decided on.
2.3 Communication Technique
The communication technique between the LMS and the host computer is based on
sending and receiving telegrams and the following key characteristics must be taken into
account.
Telegram: A telegram is defined as a written matter intended to be transmitted for delivery to
the addressee. In the case of LMS, telegrams are the protocol packets of data exchanged between
the LMS and the PC. [1]
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Run-up Period: The PC and LMS units are generally ready for communication when the power
on string is sent by the LMS. The run-up period depends on a variety of software- and hardware-
related parameters and is at most 60 seconds. This period should be handled by the host
computer's evaluation software by its waiting for the receipt of the POWER-ON message for at
least this maximum run-up period. [1]
Address Decoding: LMS has the address 0 on delivery - also repaired and replacement devices.
The devices answer with their individual address that corresponds, as standard, to the broadcast
address 0. If the application requires no individual address it is not vitally necessary to check the
address. The individual address has no effect on the functional behavior of devices. [1]
Byte Time Intervals: On transferring data packets from the LMS to the host, time periods of up
to 14 ms between two bytes must be taken into account. [ 1 ]
Change of Operating Mode: A change of operating mode can take up to 3 seconds and
corresponding time considerations should take this into account. On changing to an operating
mode with continuous data transmission, the transfer of data also takes place after an initial
period of 2 - 4 seconds after the change has been confirmed. [1]
Transfer Rate: The baud rate can have the following values:
·500,000 Baud
· 38,400 Baud
16
19,200 Baud
· 9,600 Baud
The standard baud rate after power has been switched on is 9,600 baud. [ 1]
Data Byte Structure: A byte of data consists of 1 start bit, 8 data bits, a parity bit with even
parity or without parity and 1 stop bit. [1]
Telegram Structure: Pre-defined telegrams are available for communication with PC via the
serial interface of the LMS. Transfer is initiated by the start index, STX (02h). Data is transferred
in INTEL data format, word transfer takes place with the lower address and the least significant
byte first and then bytes of higher significance and higher address. [1] Figure 2.1 depicts the
telegram structure.
STX A I Len CMD IData... Statu s_ CR
Figure 2.2: Telegram Structure
Table 2.3 gives the description of the LMS addresses.
STX 8 Start byte (02h)
ADR 8 Address of the subscriber contacted.
Len 16 Number of following data bytes excluding CRC
CMD 8 Command byte from Host Computer to LMS
Data n x 8 Optional, depends on the previous command.
Status 8 Optional, the LMS transmits its status message only when
it transfers data to the host computer.
CRC 16 CRC checksum for the entire data package.
Table 2.3: LMS Addresses [1]
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CHAPTER
3
LMS - PC Software Interface
The main software that is needed for operation is that for the acquisition of distance and angle
measurements. The Sick Company does provide software for acquisition which displays the
profile in real time, but it does not have the provision for saving the acquired image and is not
suited for on demand modifications such as actively setting the operation mode of the LMS.
Having software to handle the communication between the LMS and PC that can be seamlessly
integrated into an experimental environment is essential. The laser scanner then becomes an
onboard sensor with the capability of sourcing real time data for use in pose estimation or an
online control algorithm, among other possibilities. Microsoft Visual C++ was used to develop
such an interface. Figure 3.1 shows a block diagram that outlines the program architecture.
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram outlining software execution
To transfer information between the LMS and PC, a communication link must first be set
up. This link is established through the serial port and is initially opened at a baud rate of 9600
baud, the rate at which the LMS is configured at startup. Once communication has been
successfully recognized, the PC begins to send commands to set measurement modes defined by
the user. Among the measurement modes that can be changed to best suit a given experiment
include the baud rate, angular range, angular resolution, and distance resolution. As discussed in
Chapter 2, acceptable baud rates range from 9600 baud to 500,000 baud, the angular range can
be either 0°-100°, or 0°-180 °, and the angular resolution can take the values of .25 °, .5°, or 1°.
There are two possible distance resolution modes, mm mode and cm mode. In mm mode, the
detection ranges is limited to 8.191 meters, while the less accurate, yet broader in depth cm
mode, is limited to 81.91 meters.
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After sending a command to the LMS, the PC waits for an acknowledgement and reply
message before transmitting any further information. This ensures the successful initiation of all
operation modes designated by the user. Once the LMS has been set to operate with the specified
parameters, it is ready to start capturing and relaying distance and bearing information. The data
captured in each scan by the LMS is sent to the PC as a telegram in the format described in
Chapter 2.2. For every scan that the PC receives the first step carried out is to search for the start
index of each telegram. Successfully finding the start index synchronizes the data measurements
being received and allows the PC to know the exact address these measurements in the telegram.
The PC then extracts these values along with the scan index and saves them to a file. The scan
index corresponds to the internal scan count (one complete mirror rotation) from start up.
Knowing the angular resolution, the scan index, and the that the internal mirror rotates at a
frequency of 75Hz an appropriate timestamp for each scan can be deduced and associated with
each telegram. The process of extracting data measurements is repeated until the allotted run
time has elapsed or end conditional flagged.
20
Figure 3.2 shows the computer output when the interface software is run.
. -
Figure 3.2: Software output of PC-LMS interface
Successful completion of crucial checks is displayed on the screen once detected. The
COM port, baudrate selection, angle mode, and operation mode must all be set before any data
capturing can occur. Once the laser scanner has been initialized, distance measurements are
continually taken and saved to a file for future access. After the allotted time, the laser scanner
shuts down and is ready to be used for another experimental run.
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Distance measurements are saved in a text file as follows,
1 >Mb
52 522
53 4224
54 4096
55 101
56 7515
57 7476
58 7709
59 7604
60 8036
61 8183
62 8183
63 8183
64 8183
65 8183
66 8059
67 5932
68 7855
69 7768
Figure 3.3: Captured data file
The number of points per sweep is indicated along with the current timestamp of the
corresponding sweep. The first column corresponds to the angle of the given sweep and the
second column to its respective distance measurement. This text file can then be inserted into any
spread sheet or mathematical tool box to plot and visualize the scanned image. Figure 3.4 shows
the result of plotting a scanned image of a flat foam sheet.
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Figure 3.4: Scanned image
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4
LMS 291 Localization
A complete reference on how the Laser Measurement System functions and the software
protocol used to communicate between the LMS and PC has been presented. To further expand
the profitability of the range sensor in the incorporation of experiments, a MATLAB GUI that is
able to dynamically localize the LMS with respect to a given coordinate system was created. Self
localization of the laser scanner allows for more complex experimental setups without the need
of cumbersome and often inaccurate human based measurements.
The localization program utilizes a triangulation solution to localize with respect to a
given coordinate system. Two fiducials with known absolute poses are used as landmarks for the
LMS to detect and triangulate its position from, given its measured distance and angle to each
landmark. These distances and angles are obtained by allowing the LMS to scan the
experimental setup and saving the data measurements into a file to be uploaded into the program.
The initial version of this software requires a user to manually select the edges of the detected
fiducial from the data measurements plotted in the LMS's coordinate frame. Ideally, this process
would be internalized and an edge detection algorithm would substitute the human intervention.
The localization result is then depicted in the experimental setup coordinate frame to verify
validity, and the LMS's pose and orientation are numerically displayed for use in current
24
experiments. The orientation is defined as the angle between the LMS and world (experimental
setup) coordinate axes. Figure 4.1 illustrates this definition.
World Y
LMS Y
0
0 - Orientation
LMS X
World X
Figure 4.1: Orientation
Figure 4.2 shows the template of the MATLAB LocalizationGUI.
Figure 4.2: LocalizationGUI template.
The first plot located at the left hand side of the GUI corresponds to measurements as
seen from the LMS's perspective, while the second plot shows a visual depiction of the desired
experimental coordinate frame. The user is given two options with regards to fiducial
manipulation, its location and orientation. These alternatives are selected by choosing the
appropriate radio buttons under the Fiducials and Fiducial Orientation sub-groups located at the
25
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bottom left hand side of the GUI. There are three executable commands from the GUI. One to
draw the fiducials on the experimental coordinate frame denoted by "Draw Fiducials", another to
load the localization data file onto the LMS coordinate frame and allow the user to select the
edges of these fiducials ("Select Edges"), and the third to execute the localization algorithm and
display the LMS's position in the experimental coordinate frame and display its pose under the
Localization sub-group located at the bottom right hand side of the GUI ("Localize").
Figure 4.3 shows a block diagram that outlines the steps taken in the execution of the localization
program.
0 ® ®
'1 
Figure 4.3: Steps in executing localization program.
Step 1
The user selects the appropriate location and orientation of the fiducial. Figure 4.4 shows the
drawn fiducials for a "Top" location and "Default" (inwards) orientation.
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Figure 4.4: Step 1: Draw and select iducials
Step 2
Once the file containing the localization data measurements is loaded, the user is prompted to
select the two edges of the detected fiducials. Figure 4.5 illustrates this procedure.
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Figure 4.5: Step 2: Select Edges
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The point selected by the user, corresponding to the edge of the fiducial, is correlated and
replaced with the closest data point in memory.
Step 3
The final step is to run the localization algorithm and view the results in the experimental
coordinate frame. Figure 4.6 depicts a possible solution.
Figure 4.6: Step 3: Localize
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From the localization results a simple LMS-to-World coordinate transformation can be evaluated
as,
x] cosa -inai .x
Y World l sina cos a j Y LMS
where a is the orientation angle.
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CHAPTER
5
Concluding Remarks
A complete guide on the description, characterization, and implementation of a SICK
Laser Measurement System has been presented. This document is a good reference for any
researcher wanting to incorporate laser scanning technology into their experiments. An outline to
interfacing the laser scanner with a PC has been presented and analyzed along with providing
sample code to do so. To ease coordinate transformation within complex experimental setups a
MATLAB localization GUI was created. This gives the user flexibility when designing and
constructing an experimental setup. Future work would consist in real time data acquisition for
use in an experiment. The data captured from the laser scanner can be used online to aid in active
feedback control systems for more precise results. Also an edge detection algorithm, as
suggested in Chapter 4, can be implemented to automate the fiducial edge selection.
30
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APPENDIX
A
Software - Pc Interface Visual C++ Code
Main Function
#include "SickScanner.h"
#include <fstream.h>
int main(void)
//Specify filename
const char * filename = "500K Test.txt";
//Specify run time
int runTime = 5; //in seconds;
//Specify SICK parameters
SickBaud baud = SICKBAUD_19200;
// SICKBAUD 38400, SICKBAUD_19200, SICKBAUD_9600, SICKBAUD_500K
SickRange range = SICKRANGE_180_DEG;
// SICKRANGE_180_DEG, SICKRANGE_100_DEG
SickRes resolution = SICKRES_I_DEG;
// SICKRES_I_DEG, SICKRES_0_5_DEG, SICKRES_0_25_DEG
//OpenCom(SICKBAUD 9600);
StartupSick(baud,range,resolution);
//UpdateFirmwareSick();
CaptureDataSick(filename,runTime);
//Characterization(filename,runTime);
//RestartSick();
ShutdownSick();
return(0);
}
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Scanning Functions
//Copyright 2005 Marcos Berrios
//Field and Space Robotics Laboratory
//Department of Mechanical Engineering
//Massachusetts Institute of Technology
//All rights reserved
#include <fstream.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <windows.h>
#include "SickScanner.h"
#define VERBOSEDEBUG 0
#define SICKCOMPORT "COM3"
typedef unsigned char uchar;
enum SickScale (SICKSCALE_MM, SICKSCALE_CM);
enum SickMode {SICKMODE_CONTINUOUS, SICKMODE_POLLED, SICKMODE_INSTALL);
//firmware settings
#define MEASSCALE SICKSCALEMM
//global variables used by this library
HANDLE hSerial = NULL;
SickBaud baudRate;
SickRange angRange;
SickRes angRes;
//functions used internally by this library
unsigned short ComputeCRC(const unsigned char *data, unsigned int uLen );
inline void SendMsg(const char *data, unsigned int length);
void SendMsg(const unsigned char *data, unsigned int length);
DWORD ReadMsg(unsigned char *data = 0, unsigned int length = 0);
void OpenCom(SickBaud baud);
int SetBaudRate(SickBaud bd);
int SetAngleMode(SickRange rg, SickRes res);
int SetOperationMode(SickMode md);
unsigned short ComputeCRC(const unsigned char *data, unsigned int uLen )
unsigned short uCrc 16;
unsigned char abData[2];
uCrcl 16 = 0;
abData[0] = 0;
while (uLen--)
abData[l] = abData[0];
abData[0] = *data++;
if(uCrcl6 & 0x8000)
uCrcl6 = (uCrcl6 & 0x7fff) << 1;
uCrcl6 ^= 0x8005;
else
uCrcl6 = 1;
uCrc 16 A= ((unsigned short)(abData[0]) I ((unsigned short)(abData[l]) << 8));
return(uCrc 16);
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inline void SendMsg(const char *data, unsigned int length)
//for compatibility with string literals
SendMsg((const unsigned char*)data,length);
void SendMsg(const unsigned char *data, unsigned int length)
bool transmitted=false;
unsigned short
actualCRC=ComputeCRC(data,length-2),
givenCRC=data[length-2]+256*data[length- 1];
DWORD bytesWritten,
bytesRead = 0;
unsigned char ack;
while (!transmitted)
if (actualCRC != givenCRC)
cout << "Transmit error: Checksum mismatch (given=" << givenCRC
<< "; actual=" << actualCRC << ")" << endl;
BOOL sendResult = WriteFile(hSerial,data,length,&bytesWritten,NULL);
ReadFile(hSerial,&ack, I,&bytesRead,NULL);
if (ack -= 0x06)
transmitted = true;
else if (ack = 0xl 15)
if (VERBOSE_DEBUG) cout << "Transmission Error NAK" << endl;
Sleep(30);
else
if(VERBOSEDEBUG) cout << "Transmission Error" << int (ack) << endl;
Sleep(30);
DWORD ReadMsg(unsigned char *data, unsigned int length)
DWORD bytesRead=O, offset;
while (bytesRead!=length)
ReadFile(hSerial,data+bytesRead,length-bytesRead,&offset,NULL);
bytesRead+=offset;
unsigned short
actualCRC=ComputeCRC(data,bytesRead-2),
sentCRC=data[bytesRead-2]+256*data[bytesRead-1];
if(actualCRC != sentCRC)
if (VERBOSE_DEBUG)
cout << "Receive error: Checksum mismatch (sent=" << sentCRC
<< "; actual=" << actualCRC ")" << endl;
bytesRead=O;
return bytesRead;
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void OpenCom(SickBaud baud)
//open handle to com port
hSerial = CreateFile(SICK_COM_PORT,
GENERIC_READ I GENERIC_WRITE,
0,
0,
OPEN_EXISTING,
FILE_ATTRIBUTE_NORMAL,
0);
if(hSerial-=NVALID_HANDLE_VALUE)
if(GetLastError(==ERROR_FILE_NOTFOUND)
cout << "Serial port does not exist." << endl;
else
cout << "Error occurred while opening serial port." << endl;
}
//setup serial protocol
DCB dcbSerialParams = {0};
dcbSerialParams.DCBlength=sizeof(dcbSerialParams);
if (!GetCommState(hSerial, &dcbSerialParams))
{
cout << "Error getting state." < endl;
switch ( baud)
case SICKBAUD 500K:
dcbSerialParams.BaudRate=500000;
if (strcmp(SICK_COMPORT,"COM3") != 0)
cout << "Error! 500 kbaud can only be used on RS-422 (COM3)." << endl;
break;
case SICKBAUD 38400:
dcbSerialParams.BaudRate=CBR_38400;
break;
case SICKBAUD 19200:
dcbSerialParams.BaudRate=CBR_19200;
break;
default:
case SICKBAUD 9600:
dcbSerialParams.BaudRate=CBR_9600;
break;
dcbSerialParams.ByteSize=8;
dcbSerialParams.StopBits=ONESTOPBIT;
dcbSerialParams.Parity=NOPARITY;
if(! SetCommState(hSerial, &dcbSerialParams))
cout << "Error setting serial port state." << endl;
//setup timeout protocol - these are matched to the Sick specs (telegram section 4.3)
COMMTIMEOUTS timeouts={0);
timeouts.ReadIntervalTimeout=300;
timeouts.ReadTotalTimeoutConstant=3500;
timeouts.ReadTotalTimeoutMultiplier--0;
timeouts.WriteTotalTimeoutConstant=0;
timeouts.WriteTotalTimeoutMultiplier=0;
if(!SetCommTimeouts(hSerial, &timeouts))
cout << "Error setting timeout protocol." << endl;
cout << "Opened COM port." << endl;
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int SetBaudRate(SickBaud bd)
switch (bd)
case SICKBAUD 9600:
SendMsg("\x02\xOO\x02\x00\x20\x42\x52\x08",8);
break;
case SICKBAUD 19200:
SendMsg("\x02\x00\x02\x00\x20\x41\x51\x08",8);
break;
case SICKBAUD 38400:
SendMsg("\x02\x00\x02\x00\x20\x40\x50\x08",8);
break;
case SICKBAUD 500K:
SendMsg("\x02\x00\x02\xOO\x20\x48\x58\x08",8);
break;
default:
cout << "Syntax error: Invalid baud rate specified in SetBaudRate(." << endl;
return(0);
break;
uchar recv[9];
ReadMsg(recv,9);
if (memcmp(recv,"\x02\x80\x03\xOOxAO\xOO\xl O\x16\xOA",9*sizeof(uchar))!=0)
if (VERBOSE_DEBUG)
cout << "Setup failure in SetBaudRateO.\n(Response";
for (int i=0;i<9;i++)
cout << '<< int(recv[i]);
cout << ")" << endl;
return(0);
cout << "Baudrate setup successful." << endl;
return(l);
int SetAngleMode(SickRange rg, SickRes res)
switch( rg+res)
case (SICKRANGE_100_DEG + SICKRES1__DEG):
SendMsg("\xO2005\x00\x5\x 3B\x64\x0x64\x00\x I D\x0F", 1);
break;
case (SICKRANGE_100_DEG + SICKRES_0_5_DEG):
SendMsg("\x02 \x00\x5\x00x3B\x64\x00O\x32\x00\xBl\x59",1 1);
break;
case (SICKRANGE_100_DEG + SICKRES_0_25_DEG):
SendMsg("\x02\xOO\x05\xOO\x3B\x64\xOO\xl9\x00\xE7\x72",1 1);
break;
case (SICKRANGE_180_DEG + SICKRES1__DEG):
SendMsg("\x02\xOO\x05\xOO\x3B\xB4\xOO\x64\xOO\x97\x49", 1 );
break;
case (SICKRANGE_180_DEG + SICKRES_0_5_DEG):
SendMsg("\xO2\xOO\x05\xOO\x3B\xB4\xOO\x32\xOO\x3B\x F", I );
break;
default:
cout << "Syntax error: Invalid combination of range and resolution specified in SetAngleMode()." << endl;
return(O);
break;
uchar recv[ 13];
ReadMsg(recv,l 3);
//only check the first 6 bytes
if (memcmp(recv,"\x02\x80\x07\x00\xBB\xO 1 ",6*sizeof(uchar))!=0)
if (VERBOSE_DEBUG)
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cout << "Setup failure in SetAngleMode(.\n(Response";
for (int i=0;i<13;i++)
cout << << int(recv[i]);
cout << ")" << endl;
return(O);
cout << "Angle mode setup successful." << endl;
return(l);
int SetOperationMode(SickMode md)
switch( md)
case SICKMODE CONTINUOUS:
SendMsg("\x02\xOO\x02\xOOx20\x24\x34\x08",8);
break;
case SICKMODEPOLLED:
SendMsg("\xO2\xOO\xO2\xOO\x20\x25\x35\x08",8);
break;
case SICKMODE INSTALL:
SendMsg("xxOOOAxOOx2 0kx53x49x434BSF\x4C4Dx53\xBE\xC5", 16);
break;
default:
cout < "Syntax error: Invalid mode specified in SetOperationMode(." << endl;
return(0);
break;
Sleep(3000);
uchar recv[9];
ReadMsg(recv,9);
if (memcmp(recv,"\x02\x80\x03\xOO\xAO\xOO\00 \x16\xOA",9*sizeof(uchar))!=0)
if (VERBOSE_DEBUG)
cout << "Setup failure in SetOperationMode().\n(Response";
for (int i=0;i<9;i++)
cout << '<< int(recv[i]);
cout << ")" << endl;
return(0);
//wait per SICK specification
if (md!=SICKMODE_CONTINUOUS)
Sleep(3000);
cout << "Operation mode setup successful." << endl;
return(l);
void StartupSick(SickBaud baud, SickRange range, SickRes resolution)
cout << "Started initialization of SICK." << endl;
//record global variables
baudRate = baud;
angRange = range;
angRes = resolution;
//Sick is in 9600 baud mode at power up
OpenCom(SICKBAUD_9600);
//set up baudrate, resolution, monitoring mode
while (!SetBaudRate(baudRate));
CloseHandle(hSerial);
OpenCom(baudRate);
Sleep(5000);
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while(!SetAngleMode(angRange, angRes));
while(!SetOperationMode(SICKMODE_POLLED));
cout < "Finished initialization of SICK." << endl < endl;
void RestartSick()
//restart SICK
cout < "Restarting SICK... " << flush;
SendMsg("\x02\x00\x01\xOO\xl0\x34\x12",7);
Sleep(25000);
cout << "done." << endl;
void ShutdownSickO
//stop data, leave sick in 9600 baud, and close corn port
cout << "Started shutting down SICK." << endl;
Sleep(10000);
while(!SetOperationMode(SICKMODE POLLED));
Sleep(2000);
while(!SetBaudRate(SICKBAUD 9600));
CloseHandle(hSerial);
cout < "Finished shutting down SICK." << endl << endl;
unsigned FindHeader(const uchar * buf, unsigned length)
for (unsigned start=0;start<length;start++)
if (buf[start]-0x02)
if (bufl(start+ I)%length]=0x80)
if (buf[(start+4)%length]0OxB0)
return(start);
cout < "Error! Header not found!" < endl;
return(length);
void CaptureDataSick(const char * filename, int seconds)
long startClock=clock(,firstClock;
cout << "\nStarted capturing SICK data." << endl;
double angInc;
switch ( angRes)
case SICKRES 1 DEG:
anglnc = 1;
break;
case SICKRES 0 5 DEG:
angInc = .5;
break;
case SICKRES 0 25 DEG:
angInc = .25;
break;
default:
cout << "Error: StartupSick() must be called before CaptureDataSick(.";
return;
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break;
}
int startAngle;
if(angRange == SICKRANGE_100_DEG)
startAngle = 40;
else
startAngle = 0;
//write file header
const char tempfile[]="c:\\sicktemp.txt";
ofstream output(tempfile);
output << "Number of points per sweep:\t" << GetNumDataSick( << \n';
output << "Angle (deg)\tDistance ";
if (MEAS_SCALE = SICKSCALE_MM)
output << "(mm)" << endl;
else
output < "(cm)" << endl;
//see telegram document, section 7.5.2
int teleLength = GetNumDataSick(*2 + 12,
infondex = 5,
dataIndex = 7,
indexIndex = teleLength - 5;
uchar recv[814];
double elapsedTime=0.;
unsigned int cumulativeScanIndex=0;
uchar currentScanIndex,prevScanlndex=0;
bool firstScan = true;
//switch to continuous streaming mode
while(!SetOperationMode(SICKMODE_CONTINUOUS));
//start capturing telegrams for the specified duration
int sweepNumber = 0;
while(elapsedTime < (double)seconds)
{
sweepNumber++;
//check header
unsigned start;
ReadMsg(recv, teleLength);
if (firstScan)
firstClock=clock();
start=FindHeader(recv,teleLength);
while (start!=0)
{
cout << "Telegram misalignment (offset=" << start < ')' << endl;
//shift buffer contents and grab remainder of telegram
unsigned end=teleLength-start;
for (unsigned s=0;s<end;s++)
recv[s]=recv[s+start];
ReadMsg(recv+end,start);
start=FindHeader(recv,teleLength);
//count cumulative mirror cycles since first sweep
if(firstScan)
{
cumulativeScanIndex=unsigned(double(firstClock-startClock)*75./1 000.);
prevScanlndex = recv[indexlndex];
firstScan=false;
currentScanlndex = recv[indexlndex];
cumulativeScanIndex += uchar(currentScanIndex - prevScanIndex);
prevScanIndex = currentScanlndex;
elapsedTime = double(cumulativeScanlndex)/75.;
//output data to console and file
cout << "Captured sweep " << sweepNumber << endl;
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output < "Timestamp:\t\t" << elapsedTime
<<'\t' << int(recv[indexIndex]) << '\n';
for (int j=datalndex, y=O; j < indexIndex; j+=2, y++)
{
output << startAngle + angInc*y << '\t';
output << 256*(int(recvj+l ]) & 31) + int(recvfj]) << '\n';
}
//stop continuous streaming mode
while(!SetOperationMode(SICKMODE POLLED));
cout << "Finished capturing SICK data." << endl << endl;
output.close();
//copy to the desired location at the very end, so network traffic is minimized
CopyFile(tempfile,filename,FALSE);
cout << "File copied accross network." << endl;
int GetNumDataSick()
{
//return the number of data points in the captured range image
int dataPoints=O;
switch( angRange+angRes)
case (SICKRANGE100_DEG + SICKRESI1DEG):
dataPoints = 101;
break;
case (SICKRANGEIOODEG + SICKRES_0 5_DEG):
dataPoints = 201;
break;
case (SICKRANGE100DEG + SICKRES_O025_DEG):
dataPoints = 401;
break;
case (SICKRANGE_180_DEG + SICKRES_I_DEG):
dataPoints = 181;
break;
case (SICKRANGE 180DEG + SICKRES_0 5_DEG):
dataPoints = 361;
break;
default:
cout << "Error: StartupSick() must be called before GetNumDataSick(.";
break;
return(dataPoints);
void UpdateFirmwareSick()
{
//NOT TESTED YET
SetOperationMode(SICKMODE_INSTALL);
switch( MEAS_SCALE)
{
case SICKSCALECM:
SendMsg("\xO2\xOO\x23\xOO\x77\xx\ 0x46x x2x 0xxLx 2x2\xO2\xOO\xOO\xOA\xOA\x5\x64\xOO\xOA\xOA\x5\
x64\x00xA\xOA\x5\x64\x00\x00\x00\x00x02\00\xDF\xD0",41);
Sleep(10000);
break;
case SICKSCALE MM:
SendMsg("\xO2\xOO\ 00x23\xOO\ 00x77\xOOxOO\x46\xOO\xO2\xOO\xOl\xOxO\x \x022\xx02x0OO\xOO\xO Ax 0 A\x50\x64xX A\x 50 \
x64\x00\xOA\xOA\x50\x64\x00\ \x00\x002\x00\x8F\xE",41 );
break;
default:
cout < "Error: Invalid firmware mode specified in UpdateFirmwareSick(. Behavior undefined" << endl;
break;
}
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unsigned char recv[431;
ReadMsg(recv,43);
//only check the first 6 bytes
if (memcmp(recv,"\x02\x80\x25\x00\xF7\x0O 1 ",6*sizeof(uchar))!=0)
cout << "Setup failure in UpdateFirmwareSick().\n(Response";
for (int i=0;i<43;i++)
cout << << int(recv[i]);
cout << ")" << endl;
}
else
cout << "Firmware update successful." << endl;
SetOperationMode(SICKMODE_POLLED);
void Characterization(const char *filename, int seconds)
long startClock=clock(,firstClock;
cout << "\nStarted capturing SICK data." << endl;
double angInc;
switch ( angRes)
{
case SICKRES 1 DEG:
anglnc = 1;
break;
case SICKRES _0_ 5 DEG:
anglnc = .5;
break;
case SICKRES 0 25 DEG:
angInc = .25;
break;
default:
cout << "Error: StartupSick() must be called before CaptureDataSick(.";
return;
break;
int startAngle;
if (angRange = SICKRANGE_100_DEG)
startAngle = 40;
else
startAngle = 0;
//write file header
const char tempfile[]="c:\\sicktemp.txt";
ofstream output(tempfile);
output < "Angle\t90 degs\n\n";
output << "Timestamp (s)\tDistance ";
if(MEASSCALE = SICKSCALEMM)
output < "(mm)" << endl;
else
output < "(cm)" << endl;
I/see telegram document, section 7.5.2
int teleLength = GetNumDataSick()*2 + 12,
infoIndex = 5,
dataIndex = 7,
indexlndex = teleLength - 5;
uchar recv[814];
double elapsedTime=0.;
unsigned int cumulativeScanlndex=0;
uchar currentScan lndex,prevScanlndex=0;
bool firstScan = true;
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//switch to continuous streaming mode
while(!SetOperationMode(SICKMODE_CONTINUOUS));
//start capturing telegrams for the specified duration
int sweepNumber = 0;
while(elapsedTime < (double)seconds)
sweepNumber++;
//check header
unsigned start;
ReadMsg(recv, teleLength);
if (firstScan)
firstClock=clock();
start=FindHeader(recv,teleLength);
while (start!=0)
cout << "Telegram misalignment (offset=" << start < ')' << endl;
//shift buffer contents and grab remainder of telegram
unsigned end=teleLength-start;
for (unsigned s=0;s<end;s++)
recv[s]=recv[s+start];
ReadMsg(recv+end,start);
start=FindHeader(recv,teleLength);
//count cumulative mirror cycles since first sweep
if(firstScan)
cumulativeScanIndex=unsigned(double(firstClock-startClock)*75./1000.);
prevScanIndex = recv[indexlndex];
firstScan=false;
currentScanIndex = recv[indexlndex];
cumulativeScanIndex += uchar(currentScanIndex - prevScanIndex);
prevScanIndex = currentScanIndex;
elapsedTime = double(cumulativeScanIndex)/75.;
//output data to console and file
cout << "Captured sweep " << sweepNumber < endl;
output << elapsedTime << "\t";
for (int j=dataIndex, y=0; j < indexIndex; j+=2, y++)
if(startAngle + angInc*y = 90)
output < 256*(int(recv[j+l]) & 31) + int(recv[j]) << '\n';
/*for(int i = 0, i < 75, i++){
ReadMsg(recv, teleLength);
}*
//stop continuous streaming mode
while(!SetOperationMode(SICKMODEPOLLED));
cout << "Finished capturing SICK data." << endl << endl;
//copy to the desired location at the very end, so network traffic is minimized
output.close();
CopyFile(tempfile,filename,FALSE);
cout << "File copied accross network." << endl;
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APPENDIX
B
Localization MATLAB GUI Code
MAIN
function varargout = LocalizationGUI(varargin)
% LOCALIZATIONGUI M-file for LocalizationGUl.fig
% LOCALIZATIONGUI, by itself, creates a new LOCALIZATIONGUI or raises the existing
% singleton*.
% H = LOCALIZATIONGUI returns the handle to a new LOCALIZATIONGUI or the handle
% the existing singleton*.
% LOCALIZATIONGUI('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local
% function named CALLBACK in LOCALIZATIONGUI.M with the given input arguments.
to
%
%
%
%
%
%
LOCALIZATIONGUI('Property','Value',...) creates a new LOCALIZATIONGUI or raises the
existing singleton*. Starting from the left, property value pairs are
applied to the GUI before LocalizationGUl OpeningFunction gets called. An
unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application
stop. All inputs are passed to LocalizationGUI_ OpeningFcn via varargin.
% *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu. Choose "GUI allows only one
% instance to run (singleton)".
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES
% Copyright 2002-2003 The MathWorks, Inc.
% Edit the above text to modify the response to help LocalizationGUI
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 26-Nov-2005 21:00:18
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct('guiName', mfilename,...
'gui_Singleton', gui_Singleton,...
'gui_OpeningFcn', @LocalizationGUI_OpeningFcn, ...
'guiOutputFcn', @LocalizationGUI_OutputFcn,...
'gui_LayoutFcn', [],...
'gui_Callback', []);
if nargin && ischar(varargin {1})
gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{ 1 });
end
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if nargout
[varargout{ 1 :nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
else
gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{: });
end
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
% --- Executes just before LocalizationGUI is made visible.
function LocalizationGUI_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
% hObject handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a fiture version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% varargin command line arguments to LocalizationGUI (see VARARGIN)
axes(handles.sickdata)
cla;
title('SICK Coordinate Frame');
xlabel('X (mm)');
ylabel('Y (mm)');
grid
hold
axes(handles.table);
cla;
title('Table Coordinate Frame');
xlabel('X (mm)');
ylabel('Y (mm)');
grid
hold
%Box
%51.25 by 86.5 inches
handles.rl = 3500;
handles.r2 = 3000;
handles.anglel = 80*pi/180;
handles.angle2 = 53.1126*pi/180;
handles.Reverse = 0;
handles.Pattern = 1;
handles.fidflag= 0;
handles.edgeflag = 0;
handles.L = 2197.1; %mm
handles.W = 1301.75; %mm
set(handles.xunits, 'String', 'mm');
set(handles.yunits, 'String', 'mm');
set(handles.orientunits, 'String', 'rads');
L = handles.L;
W = handles.W;
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handles.BoxEdgeX = [-L/2 L/2 -L/2 L/2];
handles.BoxEdgeY = [W/2 W/2 -W/2 -W/2];
DrawBox(handles.L,handles.W,handles.BoxEdgeX,handles.BoxEdgeY);
% Choose default command line output for LocalizationGUI
handles.output = hObject;
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
% UIWAIT makes LocalizationGUI wait for user response (see UIRESUME)
% uiwait(handles.figurel);
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
function varargout = LocalizationGUI_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% varargout cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);
% hObject handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% Get default command line output from handles structure
varargout{l } = handles.output;
% --- Executes on button press in edges.
function edges Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to edges (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
axes(handles.sickdata);
cla;
title('SICK Coordinate Frame');
xlabel('X (mm)');
ylabel('Y (mm)');
[rl ,r2]=SelectEdges();
% handles.rl = 3500;
% handles.r2 = 3000;
% handles.anglel = 80*pi/180;
% handles.angle2 = 53.1126*pi/180;
handles.edgeflag = 1;
guidata(hObject,handles);
'o --- Executes on button press in localize.
function localize_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
,o hObject handle to localize (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
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if (handles.fidflag == 1 && handles.edgeflag = 1)
axes(handles.table);
if(handles.Reverse = 1)
tempfX = handles.fX(1);
handles.fX(1) = handles.fX(2);
handles.fX(2) = tempfX;
tempfY = handles.fY(1);
handles.fY(1) = handles.fY(2);
handles.fY(2) = tempfY;
end
[sickX,sickY] = DrawLocalization(handles.rlhandles.r2,handles.fXhandles.fYhandles.Reversehandles.Patter);
handles.sickX = sickX;
handles.sickY = sickY;
% handles.temprl=handles.rl;
% handles.tempr2=handles.r2;
[alpha,beta] = CalculateOrientation(handles.fX,handles.fY ,handles.rl,handles.r2,handles.angle ,handles.angle2);
handles.alpha = alpha;
handles.beta = beta;
guidata(hObject,handles);
set(handles.xtext, 'String', handles.sickX);
set(handles.ytext, 'String', handles.sickY);
if ((handles.Pattern == 1 handles.Pattern == 2) && handles.Reverse 0)
handles.beta = handles.beta;
elseif ((handles.Pattern = 1 11 handles.Pattern - 2) && handles.Reverse = 1)
handles.beta = handles.beta + pi;
elseif ((handles.Pattem = 3 11 handles.Pattern = 4) && handles.Reverse == 0)
handles.beta = handles.beta + pi/2;
elseif ((handles.Pattern == 3 11 handles.Pattern = 4) && handles.Reverse == 1)
handles.beta = handles.beta + 3*pi/2;
end
guidata(hObject,handles);
set(handles.orientationtext, 'String', handles.beta);
%1 = (handles.sickXA2 + handles.sickYA2)A.5;
/otheta = atan2(handles.sickY,handles.sickX);
%u = I*cos(theta + handles.beta);
%v = I*sin(theta + handles.beta):
C = 500;
xl = handles.sickX + C*cos(handles.beta + pi/2);
yl = handles.sickY + C*sin(handles.beta + pi/2);
zeta = handles.beta + pi/4;
D = 250;
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x2 = xl - D*cos(zeta);
y2 = yl - D*sin(zeta);
x3 = xl + D*cos(pi/2 - zeta);
y3 = yl - D*sin(pi/2 - zeta);
plot([handles.sickX, xl],[handles.sickY, yl],'g');
plot([xl,x3],[yl ,y3],'g');
plot([xl ,x2],[yl ,y2],'g');
plot([handles.sickX,handles.fX]andles.fX()],[handles.sickY,handles.fY()],'--black');
plot([handles.sickX,handles.fX(2)],[handles.sickY,handles.fY(2)],'--black');
axis equal;
end
% --- Executes on button press in drawfiducials.
function drawfiducials_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to drawfiducials (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
axes(handles.table);
[fX,fY]=DrawFiducials(handles.L,handles.W,handles.BoxEdgeX,handles.BoxEdgeY,handles.Reversehandles.Patte
rn);
handles.fX = fX;
handles.fY = fY;
handles.fidflag = 1;
guidata(hObject,handles);
function fiducialsSelectionChangeFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to fiducials (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
if (hObject -- handles.Top)
handles.Pattern = 1;
elseif (hObject = handles.Bottom)
handles.Pattern = 2;
elseif (hObject = handles.Left)
handles.Pattern = 3;
else
handles.Pattern = 4;
end
guidata(hObject, handles);
% ----------------------------------------
function uipanel2_SelectionChangeFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hObject handle to uipanel2 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
if (hObject == handles.Default)
handles.Reverse = 0;
else
handles.Reverse = 1;
end
guidata(hObject,handles);
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